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Be Kind to Your Feet 
 

Runners often ask me: What is the best running shoe? This is not an easy question to answer and can 
require an in-depth evaluation.  Every runner’s anatomy and running gait is going to be different, much 
like a fingerprint.  A runner may require more support/control, more cushioning or a lighter shoe.  So, 
it’s impossible to just walk into a store and pick out the perfect shoe. Companies invest millions of 
dollars a year into researching and designing shoes to provide a better fit and increased performance for 
runners. The bottom line is that one type of shoe won’t be best for every runner. Having the proper 
shoe will improve training and performance. 
 
We need to start with some basics about the lifespan of running shoes. The lifespan of a shoe is typically 
going to be around 300-500 miles, or less if there is significant wear and breakdown of the sole or 
cushion. You won’t notice if the internal components of the shoe break down, which can alter running 
gait and result in injuries. It’s a good idea to log your mileage and training so you can gauge when it’s 
time to buy a new pair. Your body may also tell you when it is time to replace your shoes, as you may 
notice aches and increased fatigue as you train. Also, running on asphalt, trails and dirt can wear down a 
shoe more quickly than running on grass or a rubberized track.  
 
I also recommend you “break in” a shoe. This means that you should slowly incorporate a new pair of 
shoes by alternating between on old shoe and new shoe, starting with low-mileage runs in the new 
shoes and longer runs in the old shoes. You should never use a brand new pair of shoes on race day. 
 
Most importantly, don’t buy a shoe strictly for style and looks. You must be sure that it is the right fit for 
you. If there is a certain color or style that you like but it doesn’t fit your anatomy and gait, don’t buy it 
because it can lead to injury. Just like you wouldn’t purchase a set of truck tires for a car. If you fall in 
love with a certain shoe and it works well for you, it is good idea to purchase a few pairs so that you not 
only have a back-up pair but an extra pair or two if the shoe model changes. Even slight alterations in a 
brand/type of shoe can cause subtle changes in your running gait. 
 
There is a science behind all running shoes and hundreds of brands to choose from. When researching, 
you’ll see references to high, low and normal arch; neutral, pronation and supination gait type; and 
stability, motion controlled, neutral and minimalist shoes. Try not to get overwhelmed. I would 
recommend discussing these features with your sports medicine physician, physical therapist and 
running store associate who is knowledgeable in running gait evaluations.  I typically recommend that 
patients with questions bring in a shoe for evaluation. We can look at your shoe for signs of wear and 
whether you pronate (roll your ankle inward after you hit the ground, which is typically if you have flat 
feet/no arch), are neutral or supinate (turn your ankle outward, which is typical if you have a high arch). 
 
 Running stores will generally let you trial a running shoe. You can run on a treadmill or in the store and 
you might be able to exchange a shoe if it does not feel right, is causing problems/pain or is interfering 



with your training.  Also, not all brands are similarly sized. Don’t expect a size 8 in one brand to be the 
same size 8 in another brand.  Make sure that you are measured properly! 
 
Your shoes are the life blood that allow you to train and run at your best, so be diligent in your choice.  
Even a small change in shoe wear can cause alterations in your running gait, which can in turn 
contribute to injuries and pain and reduce or halt your training. Do not take your shoe choice lightly. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding an injury or pain, please reach out to one of our 
experienced sports medicine physicians at Spectrum Health Medical Group Orthopedics at (616)267-
8860.  You can also find more information about our orthopedic program and providers on our website. 

 

https://www.spectrumhealth.org/patient-care/orthopedics?utm_campaign=riverbankrun&utm_source=blog-post&utm_medium=website&utm_content=heel-whip-post

